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Miragere-selects123insight,sees300%turnover
increasewiththesamenumberofadminstaff
After initially selecting and rejecting 123insight in 2006 in favour of an in-house designed Access
database stock and production system, Mirage Machines re-selected it two years later over other
systems, implementing and going live within four months. Since then the company’s turnover has
increased by over 300% without any increase in staff and they have expanded both in terms of
products and geographic locations. This ‘10 Years On’ case study examines the initial savings made,
how their business has changed and how 123insight has become the backbone of the company.
M i r a g e M a c h i n e s , b a s e d i n D e r b y,
Derbyshire manufacture machines for
industries such as construction, mining,
subsea and nuclear. Up until 2006 the
company relied on a series of Excel
spreadsheets and paper-based systems.
The MD at the time reviewed MRP systems,
going as far as to subscribe to 123insight and
undergoing training, but the decision was
taken to build their own bespoke system
Richard Barlow
using Microsoft Access instead. This was
General Manager
selected due to Mirage only producing in
small batches in 2006. However, the move
discounting a leading traditional MRP
quickly highlighted that the base data
system due to cost the decision was made to
required cleansing, and the bespoke system
re-select and re-implement 123insight.
created a huge problem with Mirage’s
Richard noted that due to the problems the
Operations Team as it was not structured
bespoke system was causing, they had little
enough, leading to further
time to lose; “The cost
corrupt data being uploaded.
model for 123insight suited
Key Benefits/Changes:
the us well. We went to the
R i c h a r d B a r l o w, G e n e r a l
Evaluation Workshop and
Manager, recalled that the Ÿ Re-selected over bespoke liked the product. We were
perception at the time was that
system
on a very fine timeline to get
a bespoke system would work Ÿ Lead times more accurate
the system implemented,
out cheaper; “When we decided
so once the decision was
Ÿ Turnover up 300+% but
to go bespoke we were in the
made we moved quickly. ”
admin staff remained the
process of being bought out, so
same
there was a focus on finance.
Richard found that the
After about a year of running the Ÿ Business moving from one- Evaluation Workshop was
off manufacturing towards
Access system it became clear
a good introduction to
make-to-stock
that we were getting corrupted
123insight; “I thought the
data. There was a definite lack Ÿ CRM+ is the basis for their format was great. The
entire sales operation
of confidence in the system. ”
product sells itself once you
Ÿ Used in multiple locations
see it, and there's no
They struggled for around two
worldwide
pressure to purchase
years, deciding to then drop the Ÿ Another company in the
anything - you've only got to
bespoke system and
group also uses 123insight look at the product and how
reinvestigate the market. After
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it performs. It certainly got our buy in very
quickly.”
The decision was made in August 2008, with
training delivered the following month.
Richard felt that staff were able to get up to
speed very quickly because of the structured
training courses; “The training is very
prescriptive. I think from the outset this
benefited us as we focussed on the key
elements for our business, and they were
picked up very quickly. There were no issues
with training; staff were pretty happy and got
up to speed as quickly as they needed to be.”
Mirage used 123insight’s Data Import Toolkit
to re-shape their data, going live at the
beginning of January the following year, just
three months after training. Richard noted the
problem wasn’t getting data into 123insight,
but the quality of the original data; “Our shortterm goal was to improve the quality of our
data and regain confidence in the information
we were seeing. The long-term goal was to
make sure that the data we were putting in
was actually correct. The implementation of
123insight and subsequent go-live was
seamless - no problem whatsoever. The
thing that took us a while to resolve was the
cleanliness of data going into 123insight.”
The company went live across all
departments, with a number of benefits
immediately noticeable. They were able to
build machines faster, as purchasing was
quicker and they were also able to forwardplan more easily. Richard commented that

people began to trust the system very
quickly; “Initially on that first morning when
we were scheduling a set of machines to
manufacture it was really quick. It was great
to see the data starting to populate the
system when we were looking at reports. We
had been doing battle with the previous
system for so long, but there was definitely
an air of change, and it was a good one.”
Lead times also became more accurate;
“123insight put us in a position where we had
clean information, the right components sat
in the right bill of materials. This meant that
when we were at the end of a project we
weren't missing items and it was a coming
together of all the correct information.”
As with many companies, Mirage saw a
downturn in business during the recession.
The company has since scaled up their
operations, holding stock in locations such
as the US, Australia and South East Asia.
123insight’s flexible licencing allows Mirage
to increase or decrease the number of
licences in use on a monthly basis.
Mirage holds the ISO9001 quality
accreditation, and 123insight is now the
backbone for it; “123insight was crucial for
maintaining our accreditation. It allowed us to
use it as a platform to build the rest of the
business around in regards to processes,
and after implementation and going live we
had a plan in place to make sure that
everything else could be built around it.”
Initially, Mirage worked very much on a make
to order basis, but as the business grew they
harnessed 123insight’s control and visibility
of stock, production and sales to move
towards offering more products directly from
stock. As trends were identified they would
increase stock levels on a given product,
allowing them to respond much quicker to
customer demand.
A second company within the group, Mirage
Subsea, based in Texas, USA, has also
implemented 123insight, allowing the
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company to extend their subsequent stockholding in each location as needed. Said
Richard; “Mirage has become a global
brand, so we were able to set up sites in
Houston, Perth and South East Asia, and
we're looking to move into the Middle East
as well. Each location will hold stock.”
The business has increased by over 300%
in the last decade, yet Mirage has not had to
increase administration staff, which Richard
attributes to 123insight’s ease of use; “The
number of administration staff hasn't
needed to grow, and that's testament to how
simple the system is to run. We don't need a
lot of staff to be able to run 123insight.”
Mirage are also taking advantage of the
Advanced Accounts Interface to pass
information from 123insight into their Sage
50 accounts software.
CRM+ was implemented in 2009 and has
been instrumental in providing visibility of
forthcoming orders and identifying
customer trends so that the company can
be proactive rather than reactive; “CRM+
has been very beneficial, especially over
the last 18 months for us. Up until then it
wasn't a function we delved into but we now
use it to manage our entire front end sales.
We have an extremely good idea of our
sales funnel, so we can now see and
forecast to the best of our knowledge what
sales intake we will have over any given
month, which was something that we didn't
have visibility of before.”

Derby,Derbyshire

“We couldn't have put a price
on the influence that 123insight
had on our business at the
time. It returned our investment
within the first 6 months
because it allowed us to build
our business around it.”
As a longstanding user of the system
Richard has built up a good rapport with 123
Insight, and feels that the regular Customer
Care visits provide benefit rather than being
a covert sales tool; “It’s a very relaxed
relationship. There’s no pressure and no
problems whatsoever. Our Customer Care
Manager will visit us, have a quick chat and
that’s it. Nothing is forced.”
As the company continues its expansion
both geographically and with a bias
towards stock-based products Richard
believes that this growth could not have
been achieved without 123insight He
finalised; “We couldn't have put a price
on the influence that 123insight had on
our business at the time. It returned our
investment within the first 6 months
because it allowed us to build our
business around it.”
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